OVERVIEW OF 2018-2019 COURSE UPDATES

2018-2019 AUTUMN

Elements of Policy Analysis with Robert J. MacCoun – New

Environmental Law and Policy Colloquium with Adam Abelkop will meet Tu 12:00PM-2:00PM instead of We 2:00PM-4:00PM.

Facilitation for Attorneys with Jessica Notini - Approved for EL -Experiential Learning Requirement for Law Degree.

Originalism and the American Constitution: History and Interpretation with Jonathan Gienapp – New

Race and International Law with Darryl Li – New

Social Science of Identity and Prejudice with Joseph Bankman – Course begins in Autumn Quarter and runs through Spring Quarter. One unit option for the course will be offered in Spring Quarter instead of Autumn Quarter.

2018-2019 WINTER

Advanced Civil Procedure with Diego Zambrano – New

Advanced Negotiation: International with Brenna Powell - Cancelled (Moved to Spring)

Challenges Facing the Legal Profession Michael Callahan and Jason Solomon - Cancelled

Clean Energy Project Development and Finance with Jeffrey Brown, Dan Reicher, and David Rogers – Cancelled (Moved to Spring)

Climate: Politics, Finance and Infrastructure with Alicia Seiger – New

Contemporary Issues in Constitutional Law with Goodwin Liu will meet Mo 4:15PM-7:15PM (instead of We 4:15PM-7:15PM).

Corporate and Securities Litigation with Joseph A. Grundfest has changed to Prediction and Complexity in Corporate and Securities Litigation.

Elements of Policy Analysis with Robert J. MacCoun – New

Global Poverty, Corruption, and the Law: India Field Study with Erik G. Jensen and Dinsha Mistree – New

Hot Issues in Tech Policy (Reading Group) with Tom Rubin – New

(Updated 4-12-2019)
Information Privacy Law with Albert Gidari – Cancelled

Introduction to Finance with Robert M. Daines – Cancelled (*Moved to Spring Quarter*)

Japanese Law, Society and Economy with Curtis Milhaupt – Cancelled

Law and Society in Late Imperial China with Matthew Sommer – New

Lawyering for Innovation: The (Ongoing) Facebook Case Study with Ted Ullyot – New

Mergers, Acquisitions and other Complex Transactions with Ronald Chen and Andrew Winden – New

Natural Resources Law and Policy with Barton Thompson will meet TuTh 2:15PM-3:45PM (*instead of TuTh 11:10AM-12:40PM*).

Negotiation with (TBA) on Th, 4:15PM-7:15PM - Cancelled

Originalism and the American Constitution: History and Interpretation with Jonathan Gienapp – Cancelled – (*Moved to Autumn Quarter*)

Policy Practicum: Alcohol Use Among Stanford Undergraduates with Paul Brest and Keith Humphreys – New

Policy Practicum: Hydropower: Climate Solution and Conservation Challenge with Jeffrey Brown and Dan Reicher – New

Policy Practicum: Stanford Campus Free Speech Policies with Michael McConnell – New

Qing Legal Documents with Matthew Sommer – New

Selected Topics in the History of Capitalism, Regulation, Corporations and Finance with Kenneth Mack – New

SPILS Research Methods Workshop with Itay Ravid will meet Th 9:30AM-11:30AM (*instead of Th 10:00AM-12:00PM*)

Suffering (Reading Group) with Rabia Belt – New

The Evolution of Finance with Jeremy Bulow and Myron Scholes – New

The Social & Economic Impact of Artificial Intelligence with Jerry Kaplan – New

The Welfare State with Michele Dauber - Cancelled

Venture Capital with Gordon Davidson and Michael Esquivel - Cancelled (*Moved to Spring*)

What The 2018 Elections Told Us And How They Help Us See How Campaigns Can Win In 2020 with Bruce Cain, Lanhee Chen, and Benjamin Ginsberg – New

**2018-2019 SPRING**

Advanced Legal Writing for American Practice with Zachary Kaufman will meet MoWe 9:30AM-11:00AM (*instead of TuTh 9:30AM-11:00AM*).

Advanced Legal Writing: Business Transactions with Marilyn Bautista will meet Tu,Th, 9:30AM-11:00AM (*instead of Fr 9:30AM-12:30PM*).

(Updated 4-12-2019)
Advanced Negotiation: International with Brenna Powell – New

Advanced Negotiation: Transactions with David Johnson will meet We 5:00PM-8:00PM (instead of We 6:00PM-9:00PM).

Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies: Technical Background with Jeff Strnad – Cancelled

California’s Water Policy and Management: Toward a Sustainable Future with Timothy Quinn and Leon Szeptycki – New

Career Development: Alchemy, Law, and Practice with Jeff Strnad will meet We 2:05PM-4:05PM (instead of Mo 2:05PM-4:05PM) and We 7:15PM-9:15PM (instead of Mo 7:15PM-9:15PM). Class also meets Tu 2:05PM-4:05PM.

Clean Energy Project Development and Finance with Jeffrey Brown, Dan Reicher, and David Rogers – New

Conflict of Laws with Larry Kramer – Cancelled

Constitutional Litigation with Pamela S. Karlan – New

Cyber Law: International and Domestic Legal Frameworks for Cyber Policy with Theresa Bridgeman will meet Th 4:30PM-6:20PM (instead of We 1:30PM-4:20PM) for two units (instead of three units).

Elements of Policy Analysis with Robert J. MacCoun – New

Environmental Law and Policy with Jody Freeman - Open to all SLS students (including 1Ls).

Ethics On the Edge: Business, Non-Profit Organizations, Government, and Individuals with Susan Liautaud – New

Externship Companion Seminar with Michael Winn will meet Tu 1:30PM-3:30PM (instead of Mo 10:00AM-12:00PM).

Federal Litigation in a Global Context: Methods and Practice with Julia Mendoza will meet Tu 7:25PM to 8:55PM (instead of Tu 7:15PM-8:45PM). Class also meets Fr 11:20AM-1:20PM.

Federal Litigation in a Global Context: Methods and Practice with Jeanne Merino will meet Tu 9:30AM-11:00AM (instead of Tu 7:25PM to 8:55PM). Class also meets Fr 11:20AM-1:20PM.

Feminism and the Law: Selected Topics (Reading Group) with Barbara Fried – New

International Human Rights and Conflict Resolution Clinic - The Clinic’s supervisor will be Beth Van Schaack (instead of James Cavallaro).

International Securities Regulation with Sarah Payne – New

Introduction to Finance with Robert M. Daines – New

Labor Law with William B. Gould IV - Cancelled

Law, Bias, and Algorithms with Daniel E. Ho will meet Tu 4:30PM-7:30PM (instead of Fr 9:30AM-12:30PM).

(Updated 4-12-2019)

Law and Empire in U.S. History with Gregory Ablavsky will meet Tu 4:15PM-6:15PM (instead of Mo 4:15PM-6:15PM)

Law, Science, and Technology Colloquium with Jason Du Mont will meet We 3:00PM-5:00PM (instead of Th 4:15PM-6:15PM).

Legal Informatics with Michael Genesereth and Roland Vogl – New

Negotiation with Jiyun Lee – New

Negotiation with Juan Walker – New

Negotiation on the Ground: Discussions at the Intersection of Theory and Practice with Julie Kennedy and Janet Martinez will meet Th 5:30PM-8:00PM (instead of We 5:30PM-8:00PM).

Policy Practicum: Acting Officials and Delegated Authority in Federal Agencies with Anne Joseph O'Connell – New

Policy Practicum: Administering by Algorithm: Artificial Intelligence in the Regulatory State (David Freeman Engstrom; Daniel E. Ho) – New

Policy Practicum: Creating a Social Media Oversight Board for Content Decisions with Paul Brest, Daniel E. Ho, Nathaniel Persily, and Rob Reich – New

Policy Practicum: Foreign Influence and Involvement in University Research with Paul Brest, David Freeman Engstrom, and George Triantis – New


Policy Practicum: Rethinking INTERPOL’s Governance Model with Sarah Shirazyan and Allen S. Weiner – New

Policy Practicum: Stanford Campus Free Speech Policies with Michael McConnell – New


Presidential Transitions and Regulatory Flip Flops (Reading Group) with Jody Freeman – New

Sentencing, Corrections, and Criminal Justice Policy with Joan Petersilia - Cancelled

Social Science of Identity and Prejudice Law with Joseph Bankman – New

The First Amendment: Freedom of Speech and Press with Nathaniel Persily will meet MoWe 3:00PM-4:50PM (instead of TuTh 9:00AM-10:20AM).


Three Strikes Project: Criminal Justice Reform & Individual Representation with Michael Romano will meet We 2:00PM-4:00PM (instead of Th 2:00PM-4:00PM).

(Updated 4-12-2019)
Tribal Law with Matthew Fletcher - New

Venture Capital with Gordon Davidson and Michael Esquivel - New